Christian Churches for the last
1500 years have set as a
primary goal the conversion of
Jews. Only lately has the
Roman Catha ic Church under
the guidance of Pope Benedict

ceased official'ly to dedicate
funds for the conversion of
Jews. Yes, individuals on their
own can enlighten Jews about
Jesus but it n : longer is Church
policy to engage in converting
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Jews. Protestant Churches on

the other hand still maintain as
primary policy the conversion
of Jews.

Why?
Did the Churches for the last

1500 years exhibit such
dedication in uprooting the

violation of the Ten
Commandments?
Will Durant the great author
of history of Civilizations writes
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There does not exist one year

that "legal ro bery rape and
murder" tran slated as wars for

conquest did not exist since
the Christian Church won
recognition by Constantine in
the year 325 ACE.
Thou shall not kill

Thou shall not commit adultery
Thou shall not steal
Thou shall not commit perjury
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If someone strikes you on one
cheek give him the other cheek

Christianity is the religion of

love
Peace on earth good will for all

men
The State supported
by the
.
.

Ch u rch for 1500 yea rs practice
the direct opposite.
There exists a gigantic divide
between preaching and

practice.
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The attitude and policy
•

VIS

•

a VIS

Jews

represents what the Church
and the State the Civil
authorities practice towa d
everyone else who is not their

immediate group.
They rape ro and murder
everyone w

0

is not part of

their group.
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Why should they treat the Jew
any better?
Furthermore, the Jew presents
a threat to their
over riding mission of retaining
power and wealth.
,

Missionary work is not the end
but the means of the real
mission of retaining power -and
wealth.
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As long as t he Jew maintains
Judaism the Jew presents a
threat to their stat us quo.
Others learn from the Jew to
challenge the interpretation of
God's word t he Gospel.
Heresies aris because they
learn from the Jew.
The Jew ma kes a better case to
se I his theol ogy th an any
representative of the Church.
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What does one do when a
competitor's product is better?

How do you get rid of the
competition?
Of course, you follow the

example of t e Biblical Cain.
~

You kill your competitor.
Or else you destroy his

merchandise.

That is why t e policy of the

Churc(h for the last 1500 years
and even today in 2020
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vis a vis Jews is to rape rob kill
Jews the messenger of Judaism.
You can not kill ideas but if you
kill the messenger t here will
exist no ideas.
That is w hy for t he last 1500
years the Ch ristian Churches
are hell bound to convert Jews.
That is why t ey hate the state
of the Jew. T at is why they
embrace the Palestinians.
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The Palesti nians are groomed
to replace the State of the Jew.
For 1500 years the Church
preached th at Jews lost their
in,dependence and the Temple
was destroyed because they
refuse to accept Jesus that to

their mind t hey equate as
tantamount of crucifying him.
Now out of the clear blue sky a
Jewish state is reestablished! !!
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All their 150 year theology
goes down the tubes.
Yes there exi ts hope.

Create the Palestinian card.
The Palestinian card serves the
same purpose as Christianity
,

replaces Jud ism. So too the
Palest-nians

ill replace the

Jew and his state.
Stage 1 they advocate two

states.
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